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Extra20mm outdoor tile MEXIM  by 

2CM OUTDOOR consists of single-piece 

porcelain stoneware slabs, 

perfectly squared and rectied 

with  thickness and in 20mm

60x60cm size, with anti-slip 

surface nish. Thanks to the 

tremendous resistance of MEXIM

2cm outdoor stoneware and the 

opportunity to choose from 

among four different installation 

systems, extra20mm outdoor tile  

is the perfect solution for any 

outdoor ooring. The broad color 

range and the complete set of 

trims allow to meet any planning 

need.

Gardens

      Ecommendations for installation

       

         

The range

Technical features

TRIMS

Terraces and Balconies

CARRIAGEABLE  FLOORS

Cover Wall System

Swimming-pools and Bathing resorts 



The universal answer
for Gardening and Outdoor:
the glazed stoneware MEXIM in 20mm
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Raised installation 
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Terraces and Balconies
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TECHNOLOGY AND AESTHETICS
Extra20mm products are reliable from a technical and aesthetic point

 of view and able to meet the needs of planners who desire continuity

and integration between indoor and outdoor projects.
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The use of raised oors for spaces such as terraces, attics and balconies is 

increasingly popular due to the advantages derived from quick and easy 

installation, the opportunity to create an easy-to inspect technical gap for the 

housing of cables and pipes. Moreover, in outdoor applications, raised oors 

encourage the drainage of water, avoid cracks and cure planarity defects 

thanks to the use of adjustable, self-levelling supports. To meet all these needs, 

MEXIM has developed “Match Out”,a panel that has similar features of the “Match 

In” panel but without the perimetral border, specically designed for the use of 

polypropylene supports. The product has an excellent resistance to loads, is 

very elastic and does not shrink or expand in presence of moisture, water and 

thermal shock.
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Round Edge 

grid



CARRIAGEABLE 

FLOORS
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Dual Step is a functional, appealing and durable solution for the creation of stairs, 

steps and edges and represents a valid alternative to the use of natural stones.

The 20mm thickness ensures tremendous resistance to loads and thermal shock, 

thus reducing the risk of cracking and breakage to a minimum, but also guarantees 

maximum functionality.

The anti-slip R11 -R12 surface nish is suitable to ensure the safety and resistance of any 

application,even in the outdoors and in wet areas.

SQUARED EDGE ROUNDED EDGE
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Ventilated walls are a “dry” multilayer 

cladding system for outdoors that combine 

excellent aesthetics with perfect insulation 

and therefore energy saving.

The external covering in porcelain stoneware 

is fixed to the wall using an

aluminium alloy structure that leaves a gap 

between the surface and the wall,

protecting it from adverse weather conditions 

and ensuring a durable efficiency to the wall 

that is always dry hanks to constant air 

circulation.

With the ventilated wall solutions, the highest 

standards of energy savings and

architectural prestige combine with the 

resistance and durability of MEXIM

porcelain stoneware, allowing for the utmost 

creative freedom in planning.
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THE RANGE
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R11-R12 R11-R12

MX 001 MX 002 MX 003

MX 004 MX 005 MX 006

MX 007 MX 008 MX 009



R11-R12 R11-R12

4140

MX 010 MX 011

MX 010 MX 011



R11-R12 R11-R12

4342

MX 012 MX 013

MX 012 MX 013



R11-R12 R11-R12

4544

MX 014

MX 015



R11-R12 R11-R12

4746

MX 017MX 016

MX 016 MX 017





R11-R12 R11-R12

5150

MX 019MX 018

MX 018 MX 019
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MX 018 MX 019
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The plate edge clip is tted into the upper part of supports which are adjacent to walls in order to allow for the positioning of 

slabs at a uniform distance.This systems allows for perimetral grout lines and increases the stability of the foot plan.

.

The vertical edge clip allows for the closing of the perimetral space created along the edges of the raised oor which are not 

adjacent to walls thus obtaining perfect continuity between the vertical surface and the foot plan. The system is made up of two 

stainless steel clips that are tted into the upper and lower part of supports and which create the space to install pre-cut listels.
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